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Yes You Can! You Can Learn Piano or Keyboard!Imagine being able to sit at the piano and play

beautiful, entertaining music. Imagine being able to play for your friends and family and have them

cheer, sing along and treat you like a celebrity. Or maybe you want to take things further, play

professionally and be paid for your amazing skill and talent. The joy that playing the piano brings is

unmatched. While you're playing this instrument, time appears to cease. You become so engrossed

that nothing else matters. You can certainly learn to play the piano or keyboard, thanks to the many,

perfectly explained lessons in this book. From the very first chapter, the author, former school

teacher and pianist, Mantius Cazaubon assumes that you're just starting out on the piano.

Everything is broken down to its very basics so that you can totally and perfectly grasp each

concept presented.In this book, you will learn how to play the piano in a way that is fun, fast and

easy. Traditionally, piano lessons have been very boring. This is very ironic. How can playing such

an exciting instrument be taught in such a boring way? Most learners and even music teachers will

tell you that it's because of the absolute focus on the most uninspiring aspects of music theory. In

this book, the author takes a different approach. This book, with its modern perspective, makes you

want to learn. You learn the fundamentals of reading sheet music only at the end. The writer uses a

different strategy to get you playing in a hurry without having to bear the burden of learning notes on

a staff from the very start. Don't waste money on expensive music teachers. Get this book!This

piano lessons book will teach you how to play the piano in a well-presented step by step manner. It

starts with very basic, easy lessons and continues to build upon this, chapter after chapter. By the

end of this book, you will have all the knowledge you need to totally understand piano and keyboard

playing. By doing the various exercises, following links to videos and putting in the time, you will

have exactly what you need to play songs, from very simple, to popular hit songs that you hear on

the radio. Here's a preview of what you will learn in this book.The piano keyboard. The names of the

keys. White and black keys. Pattern of black keys. Repetition. Finger numbers.Enharmonics. What

are sharps and flats? Location of C and F will help you find the other keys.Major scales: C, D, E, F,

G and A major. Correct fingering for right and left hand. Major scale formula for every key.How to

form basic major and minor chords. Chord formulas.The keys of C, D, E, F, G and A major. Basic

chords in these keys. I IV V vi Chords.Major and minor chords in all keys. Chord diagrams.How to

play chords in root position, 1st and 2nd inversions. Voice Leading.Play chords and melodies to

simple songs and more advanced pop songs.How to play common chord progressions for popular

songs. Voice leading, fingering and chord inversions.More advanced chords. How to play dominant

7th, major 7th, minor 7th, diminished and augmented chords.How to read notes on the bass and



treble clef. Quarter, half and whole notes. Timing.And much, much more.Don't be overwhelmed by

the fact that there are so many lessons in this book (as can be seen above). Everything is well

explained for the person who knows nothing or very little about playing the piano or keyboard. You

are spoon-fed from the very start. If you want to learn how to play piano and keyboard, you

absolutely need this book. First of all, it is very inexpensive. It offers much more value than its low

price suggests and is a win-win for you. Get your copy right now!
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I have bought all of Mantius's books on learning the piano and endorse each and every one. His

approach is refreshing and easy to follow. He quickly becomes your virtual instructor and friend

making the process of playing a piano or in my case a keyboard both fun and amazingly fast. As a

new but senior student I was looking for a method that would achieve results rather painlessly after

all I am no longer a twelve year old with a lifetime available for piano lessons. Also I live away from

major metro centers so finding innovative instructors is more than challenging. Mantius is both

supportive and clear with his lessons and you soon find yourself progressing before you know it. I



absolutely endorse this book and the author. Keep in mind that he is a real playing musician so his

insight is to be respected. All in all a great way to learn to play the piano.

Today I purchased my copy of an ebook published by a fellow St.lucian mr Mantius Cazaubon. This

is a proud moment for me and it gives me great pleasure to support his work. If you ever want to

learn to play the piano I urge you to get this ebook.. It's a good investment and I can't believe the

price!!..At first glance going through the first ten pages including the intro, it was an easy read.the

ideas are flowing and keeps me wanting to quickly get to the next page .Anyway I must say that I do

not stand to gain anything more than the wealth of knowledge Mantius has chosen to share with the

world. Congratulations to mr Mantius Cazaubon on this milestone in his music career.. Get your

copy here:http://www..com/dp/B015HF9M3I

Great book...was fun and easy to learn from his instructions. He makes everything interactive and

easy to understand...definitely worth the price tag. Thanks Mantius

Got this book for my son and i can certainly say he has Learned alot and so have I ...will definitely

get him some more of your books...

Cannot fault this book. Easy to understand and enjoyable. Wish I could pronounce author's name

so I could tell people about his book.
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